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1. INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS.

A. KUJUMP INTEL. NOTHING TO REPORT.

B. WAVE INTEL. NOTHING TO REPORT.

C. KOLA AND KUTUBE/D. NOTHING TO REPORT.

D. PRESS AND RADIO

1. MIAMI HERALD 4 DEC REPORTED:

A) CUBAN WATER SHORTAGE HAS PROMPTED CASTRO SEND SECRET ENVOY TO US BY WAY MEXICO TO BUY 130,000 DOLLARS WORTH SPARE PARTS FOR TWO DIESEL PLANTS SUPPLYING CIENCA SUR AQUEDUCT. FRENTE DE JUVENTDES CRISTIANAS (FJC) REPORT SAID ENVOY HAS ALREADY GONE TO MEXICO TAKING CASH WITH HIM, AND US AUTHORITIES HAVE BEEN ALERTED TO FACT HE WILL COME HERE. LUIS SUAO, SECGEN FJC, SAID PARTS WILL BE SHIPPED TO CUBA VIA MEXICO.

B) FORMER GOC TREASURY OFFICIAL JOSE ILLAN STATED IN MIAMI THAT DRAFT LAW IS DESPERATION MOVE SHORE UP CRUMBLING CUBAN ECONOMY. AIP RELEASE SAID CUBANS WILL FOLLOW CHICOM LEAD AND
ATTEMPT MAKE UP FOR LACK MACHINES BY USING SLAVE LABOR.

2. JOSE LUIS MASSO, WMIE 2 DEC COMPLAINED THAT HE IS
COMPelled TAPE RECORD HIS PROGRAM IN ADVANCE AND THIS HURTS CAUSE
CUBAN LIBERATION.

3. DIARIO LAS AMERICAS 4 DEC CARRIED PAID AD BY UNIDADES
CUBANAS MILITARES (UCM) COMMENDING VENEZUELAN PEOPLE FOR THEIR
MILITANT REJECTION CASTRO-COMMUNISM, AND SUGGESTING THAT THE
4,000 UCM MEMBERS TRAINED BY US ARMY SHOULD BE VANGUARD OF ANY
HEMISPHERIC MOVE TO LIBERATE CUBA. MIAMI NEWS SAID UCM HAS 450
MEMBERS AND HAS PRESENTED LETTER TO VENEZUELAN CONSUL MIAMI
ASKING PERMISSION TO FIGHT IN SUCH A VANGUARD.

4. DIARIO ALSO CARRIED INTERVIEW NEWLY-ARRIVED REFUGEE
CRISPIN GONZALEZ WHO SAID GOC REPRESSSION HAS INCREASED IN ESCAM-
BRAY MTS, AND THAT 17 MILITIAMEN AND 6 REBELS WERE KILLED IN
RECENT CLASH THERE.

II. OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

A. FYI

1. VT MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM AMWE-1 REPORTED HAD CACHED
MONEY RESUPPLY WHICH INTENDED FROM AMCOVE-1 AND READY CACHE
AMWARN-1 VT SET.

2. VT MSG SENT AMWARN-1 PROVIDING HIM WITH EXTRA SCHEDULES
NEXT THREE DAYS TO ENABLE HIM RETRIEVE VT SET AT SOON AS POSSIBLE.

3. SV MSGS RECEIVED FROM ANGAELIC-1, AMFOX-1 AND AMLANE-9.
TWO SV MSGS RECEIVED FROM AMWARN-1. THREE SV MSGS RECEIVED
FROM AMCOVE-1.

4. ALTAUP-10 DEPARTED WAVE FOR YOAQUE 4 DEC 63.
5. OWVL MSG SENT AMWEE-1.

6. HENRY J. SLOMAN DEPARTED WAVE FOR MADRID TO DEBRIEF AND TRAIN AMCROAK-1.

7. WAVE PLANNING INITIATE OWVL BROADCASTS CIRCA 7 DECEMBER USING DUMMY MSGS IN RUSSIAN, CZECH AND PERHAPS CHINESE TO HARRASS AND CONFUSE OPPOSITION FORCES IN CUBA. (SEE UFGA 12789).

B. CI

SEE WAVE 8455 RE RECENT AMKNOB-1 MSG.

C. PW. NOTHING TO REPORT.

D. PM

AMGUN-1 DEPARTED WAVE AREA FOR GUATEMALA CITY MORNING 4 DEC AFTER UNDERGOING BRIEFING AND DEBRIEFING. A-1 ALSO ASSISTED BY STA IN PROCURING UPDATED DOCUMENTS TO ASSIST HIM IN TRAVELING CENTRAL AMERICA WHEN ON MISSIONS.

E. IS

PRESENTED INEL BRIEFINGS FOR OPS AMBEACH AND CLEOPATRA.

III. LIAISON DEVELOPMENTS

NOTHING TO REPORT

IV. ADMIN AND SUPPORT

A. TRAINING

AN ADDER TEAM RECEIVED REFRESHER RAINING IN LIVE FIRE WEAPONS INSTRUCTION 4 DECEMBER 63.